
BBC Radio Stoke Digital Radio Giveaway - Terms and Conditions 

 

The giveaway is open to all residents of the UK, including the Channel Islands and the Isle of 

Man, except BBC employees. 

 

You must be over 18 to enter the draw. 

 

Proof of age, identity and eligibility may be requested. 

 

The giveaway is being run across five days on BBC Radio Stoke starting on Monday, 25 

September to Friday, 29 September 2017.  

 

It will feature in the breakfast show between 07:00 and 10:00 and in the afternoon show 13:00 

and 16:00.  

 

The breakfast team will reveal on-air a track that Louise Stones will play in the afternoon show.  

 

Each track will have the word ‘Radio’ in its title.  

 

Louise Stones will play the track at some point in the afternoon show.  

 

When they do - listeners have 15 minutes to phone in on 01782 208 008. 

  

Their details will be entered into a random draw to win a digital radio. 

 

Each caller will only be entered into the draw once regardless of how many times they call.  

Standard geographic charges from landlines and mobiles will apply. Callers must have the bill 

payer’s consent before entering. 

 

Following the advertised closing time all entries will be added to a draw and the winning name 

will be drawn. 

 

The winner will be called to potentially appear live on the radio - if the drawn out winner doesn’t 

want to appear live on-air - they still qualify to win the giveaway.  

 

The BBC’s decision is final. No correspondence relating to the selection will be entered into.   

 

The prize is as described above. There is no cash alternative. 

 

The prize can either be posted out with signed for delivery or collected by the winner with photo 

ID from Radio Stoke reception.  

 

The BBC reserves the right to: (i) disqualify any entries that breach these rules or are in any way 

fraudulent; (ii) withdraw the giveaway at any stage, should any successful registrant or their 

guest exhibit inappropriate or dangerous behaviour (including, but not limited to being under the 

influence of alcohol, restricted drugs or chemical substances or causing a nuisance) and; (iii) 

cancel the giveaway at any stage, if deemed necessary in its opinion, or if circumstances arise 

outside its control. 

 

There can only be one entry per person. If you ring multiple times for the same giveaway you will 

only be entered into the draw once. 



The BBC, its sub-contractors, subsidiaries and/or agencies cannot accept any responsibility 

whatsoever for any technical failure or malfunction or any other problem with the Internet or 

otherwise which may result in any entry being lost or not properly registered. 

 

The BBC will only ever use personal details for the purposes of administering this giveaway, and 

will not publish them or provide them to anyone without permission. 

 

You can read more about the BBC Privacy Policy here http://www.bbc.co.uk/privacy/ 

 

The promoter of the giveaway is the British Broadcasting Corporation. 

 

The BBC reserves the right to reschedule this giveaway. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/privacy/

